Simultaneous Non-contrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) imaging for carotid atherosclerotic disease evaluation
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Abstract

A Simultaneous Non-contrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) MR imaging technique was proposed to detect both luminal stenosis and hemorrhage in atherosclerosis patients in a single scan. 13 patients with diagnosed carotid atherosclerotic plaque were recruited after informed consent. All scans were performed on a 3T MR imaging system with SNAP, 2D time-of-flight (TOF) and magnetization-prepared 3D rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequences. The SNAP sequence utilized a phase sensitive acquisition, and was designed to provide positive signals corresponding to intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH) and negative signals corresponding to lumen. SNAP images were compared to TOF images to validate lumen area measurements using linear mixed models and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). IPH identification accuracy was evaluated by comparing to MP-RAGE images using Cohen’s Kappa. Diagnostic quality SNAP images were generated from all subjects. Quantitatively, the lumen area measurements by SNAP were strongly correlated (ICC=0.96, p<0.001) with those measured by TOF. For IPH detection, strong agreement (κ=0.82, p<0.001) was also identified between SNAP and MP-RAGE images. The SNAP technique was proposed and validated to reliably detect in a single acquisition both luminal size and intraplaque hemorrhage in the patients with carotid atherosclerosis.
Introduction

Luminal stenosis remains the current clinical standard for evaluating stroke risk due to carotid disease (1). Although contrast-enhanced MR angiography (MRA) has been shown to provide highly accurate stenosis measurements in carotid artery disease (2), the risk of triggering nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (3) in patients with impaired renal function, limits the application of contrast-enhanced MRA in clinical environments. Additionally, the requirement of acquiring images within the first-pass timeframe also limits the spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that can be achieved by such techniques. To overcome these issues, there have been clinical interests in using non-contrast enhanced MRA techniques as alternative approaches for luminal stenosis measurements (4-7).

Intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH) identified in the atherosclerotic plaque is also strongly associated with increased risks of clinical events (8-10) as well as plaque progression (11-12). IPH has also been suggested to be a potentially important factor in surgical planning (13). A number of MR imaging techniques have been developed to detect IPH in atherosclerotic plaques (14-16). All take advantage of the short T1 relaxation times of IPH components, which lead to hyperintensities on T1-weighted images. Among several of the options, the magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE) technique was recently found to have the highest sensitivity and specificity (17).

Given the established clinical importance of stenosis and the emerging interests in detecting IPH in patients at high risk of developing stroke, an efficient means for the assessment of both stenosis and IPH is desirable. The current MRA
techniques cannot effectively visualize the vessel wall components; as a consequence, IPH information must now be separately acquired, at the expense of extra scanning time and with additional challenges arising from the need for image registration. These added technical challenges are substantial impediments to the integration of IPH imaging with MRA for carotid atherosclerosis evaluations.

In this manuscript, we propose a Simultaneous Non-contrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) imaging technique that allows both MRA and IPH evaluations in the same acquisition. The SNAP technique is based on the previously reported Slab-selective Phase-sensitive Inversion-Recovery (SPI) sequence (18). Taking advantage of the phase-sensitive reconstruction (19) used in SPI, the SNAP sequence generates images with negative signal corresponding to MRA and positive signal corresponding to IPH. By displaying only the negative signals, a non-contrast MR angiogram is rendered with no contamination from background tissues. Displaying the positive signals, on the other hand, yields a highly T1-weighted image suitable for IPH detection. To test this concept, we sought to validate the ability of SNAP to measure lumen area and detect IPH by comparing with previously established time of flight (TOF) and MP-RAGE techniques.

**Materials and Methods**

Pulse sequence and optimization
The pulse sequence of SNAP is shown in Fig. 1 – each arrow represents a gradient echo acquisition with flip angle (FA) of $\alpha$ or $5^\circ$. $5^\circ$ is the default value specified by the scanner for phase sensitive reconstruction acquisition. A linear k-space filling scheme was used so that the central $\alpha$ pulse of the pulse train corresponded to the inversion time (TI) when the center of k-space was acquired. Further details are given in Fig.1.

Assuming the magnetization of static tissue before each IR has already reached its steady state $M_{ss}$, the magnetization before the first $\alpha$ pulse will be,

$$ M_z(T_{gap}^-) = M_0 - (M_0 + M_{ss}) \exp(-T_{gap}/T_1) \quad (1) $$

Right before the $j^{th}$ ($j>1$) $\alpha$ pulse, the signal will be,

$$ M_z(j_{\alpha}^-) = M_z(T_{gap}^-)(E_1 \cos \alpha)^{j-1} + M_0(1-E_1) \frac{1-(E_1 \cos \alpha)^{j-1}}{1-E_1 \cos \alpha} \quad (2) $$

Where $E_1=\exp(-TR/T_1)$. Assume that the $(N+1)^{th}$ RF pulse corresponds to the TI time, because the linear k-space filling scheme is used, there will be $2N+1$ $\alpha$ pulses and $2N+1$ low FA ($5^\circ$ here) reference pulses. For simplicity reasons, $5^\circ$ will be used throughout the following analysis although other values may also be used. The signal level before the first $5^\circ$ RF pulse will be,

$$ M_z(PS^-) = M_0(1-E_g^-) + M_z((2N+2)_{\alpha}^-)E_g^- \quad (3) $$

Where PS indicates the time when the low flip angle pulse train starts. The corresponding relaxation can be given as: $E_g=\exp(-(T_{ex}+T_{gap})/T_1)$. The signal before the $j^{th}$ ($j>1$) $5^\circ$ RF pulse will be,
\[ M_z (j_\alpha) = M_z (PS^-)(E_1 \cos 5^\circ)^{j-1} + M_0 (1 - E_1) \frac{1 - (E_1 \cos 5^\circ)^{j-1}}{1 - E_1 \cos 5^\circ} \quad (4) \]

After all 2N+1 5º RF pulses are carried out and a T_{ex} delay time, the signal right before the next IR pulse would give the steady state magnetization \( M_{ss} \), i.e.,

\[ M_{ss} = M_0 (1 - E_e) + M_z ((2N + 2)_{\alpha})E_e \quad (5) \]

Where \( E_e = \exp(-T_{ex}/T_1) \). Combining Eq. [1-5], the value of \( M_{ss} \) can be obtained. Due to its complexity, the value of \( M_{ss} \) for each individual tissue won’t be solved analytically here.

From Eq. [2], at the selected inversion time (TI), the signal level for IPH, vessel wall and blood can be written as,

\[ M_z (TI) = (M_z (T_{gap}^-)(E_1 \cos \alpha)^N + M_0 (1 - E_1) \frac{1 - (E_1 \cos \alpha)^N}{1 - E_1 \cos \alpha}) \exp(-TE/T_2^*) \quad (6) \]

After solving numerically the value of \( M_{ss} \) from Eq. [1-5] and plugging Eq. [1] into Eq. [6], the signal level of static tissue components, IPH and wall, can be computed. Since the imaging parameters were optimized to make sure only fresh blood is imaged, the blood signal can also be calculated using Eq. [6] by simply setting the \( M_z = 1 \) before each IR.

The aim of the optimization was to select proper TI and flip angle \( \alpha \) to maximize IPH-wall and wall-lumen contrasts at the same time. The following equation was used as the aim of the optimization,

\[ \zeta = C_{IPH-wall} + C_{wall-lumen} \quad (7) \]
Where, $C_{\text{IPH-wall}}$ is the magnetization difference between IPH and wall at the time of TI and $C_{\text{wall-lumen}}$ is the difference between wall and lumen. To maximize $\xi$, TI values between 200-1000ms and FA between $5^\circ$-$25^\circ$ were attempted. The parameter combination with the maximum $\xi$ was selected as the optimized parameter for the following experiments.

In the simulation programmed in Matlab (R2010a, Mathworks, Natick, MA), the $T_1$ relaxation times used for different tissues were: IPH 500ms (16), wall 1115ms (20) and blood 1550ms (20); The $T_2^*$ values used were: IPH 15ms (21), wall 20ms (20) and blood 275ms. Based on the current hardware/software settings, the minimum TR/TE values that can be achieved on the scanner were 10/4.8ms, $T_{\text{gap}}$ and $T_{\text{ex}}$ were 20 and 5ms.

In Vivo MR scan

In this Institutional Review Board approved study, 13 patients (Male: 9, Female: 4) with diagnosed carotid atherosclerotic plaque were recruited after informed consent. One subject also underwent endarterectomy operation after the MR imaging.

All MR scans were performed on the 3T whole body scanner (Philips Achieva, R2.6.1, the Netherlands) using an 8-channel carotid coil (22). Besides the SNAP technique, traditional 2D TOF and MP-RAGE images were also acquired. 2D TOF, rather than its 3D counterparts, were selected because of its smaller in-flow volume (single slice vs. whole volume), which makes the images less susceptible
to flow artifacts. The imaging parameters of the MP-RAGE sequence were optimized for 3T, as previously reported (16); the optimal FA and TI values identified in the simulation were used. The detailed imaging parameters of all the sequences are listed in Table 1.

Once the images were acquired, the MP-RAGE images were automatically zero-padded in the slice direction to achieve 1mm slice thickness; SNAP images with a natural 0.8×0.8×0.8mm³ resolution were also zero-padded in all three directions to achieve 0.4×0.4×0.4mm³ voxel size.

Post-processing

By sequence design, the luminal signal on SNAP presents as negative values and the IPH signal presents as strong positive values. The original contrast of the SNAP image with both positive and negative values is shown in Fig.2(a). To measure the luminal area on the SNAP images, all positive values were set to zero and the absolute values of the images were displayed to achieve a positive lumen contrast (Fig. 2b). To evaluate the IPH lesions on the SNAP images, all negative values were set to zero (Fig 2c). To jointly evaluate both risk factors, the negative and positive values were coded with different colors for better visualization (Fig.2d).

3D Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) images of the color-coded SNAP images (Fig.2e) were usually created from multiple projection angles to facilitate a
comprehensive identification and evaluation of lesions. As shown in Fig.2(e), the location of IPH can be easily identified on the color-coded 3D MIP image.

Histology

For the one subject who underwent endarterectomy, the carotid plaque was removed with a special technique which leaves the lumen surface intact. The specimen was: fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin; decalcified; processed; and then embedded en bloc in paraffin. Sections were collected at 1.0 mm intervals throughout the length of the plaque. After routine H&E and special Mallory’s trichrome staining for hemorrhage detection, histology sections were matched to MR images using the bifurcation, lumen size and shape, as landmarks.

Lesion detection accuracy evaluation

To facilitate evaluation of the luminal area measurement accuracy, MRA were created out of SNAP and reformatted to 2mm axial slices with the original in-plane resolution. During the image review, the reformatted SNAP images were first matched with the TOF images using the carotid artery bifurcation as a reference. On images more distal to bifurcation, internal carotid arteries were evaluated. Then the lumen areas on all matched locations from both sequences were separately delineated by a reviewer blinded to the image type, on a slice-by-slice basis.
To compare slice based IPH detection accuracy, only arteries with IPH identified on either of the sequences were included to avoid the inflation of detection accuracy by large amount of IPH-negative slices. SNAP images were reformatted to 1mm thickness to match the MP-RAGE image. After registration, the existence of IPH was separately identified on both MP-RAGE and reformatted SNAP images on a slice-by-slice basis by a reviewer blinded to the image type.

Statistical Analysis

The agreement between the lumen area measurements derived from both MR techniques was summarized using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), which was estimated using linear mixed models (23). A 95% confidence interval was computed using the parametric bootstrap and the percentile method (24). In addition, the lumen measurements were compared and summarized numerically and graphically using the methods of Bland and Altman with some modifications using LMMs to account for correlation between slices from the same artery and subject (23,25).

All LMMs had random intercepts for each subject and each artery within subject. Furthermore, since it was anticipated that the correlation between slices of the same artery would vary depending on the distance between slices, several autocorrelation structures were explored. Specifically, all four parameter autoregressive moving average (ARMA) correlation structures were examined and
the best fit was selected using the AIC criterion (26). This selection was done separately for each model.

Using only the arteries where IPH was detected, Cohen’s Kappa (κ) was used to summarize the slice-based agreement between SNAP and MP-RAGE for IPH detection. A 95% confidence interval for κ was computed using a non-parametric bootstrap which resampled arteries and the percentile method (17). A generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with random intercepts per artery and per location within artery was utilized to test whether IPH was more likely to be detected using SNAP or TOF.

All statistical calculations were conducted using R 2.11.0 (R Development Core Team. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The NLME package was used for fitting and evaluating LMMs (Jose Pinheiro, Douglas Bates, Saikat DebRoy, Deepayan Sarkar and the R Core team (2009). nlme: Linear and Nonlinear Mixed Effects Models. R package version 3.1-96.). The lme4 package was used for fitting the GLMM (Douglas Bates and Martin Maechler (2010). lme4: Linear mixed-effects models using S4 classes. R package version 0.999375-34.).

**Results**

Pulse sequence optimization and contrast

As shown in Fig. 3(a), TI=500ms and FA=11° were found to provide the highest combined IPH and lumen contrast among all imaging parameters. These values were selected as the optimal values in the following scans. As detailed in panel
(b), it can be seen that when the optimized values were used, lumen signal remains negative and IPH presents strong positive signal.

With the optimized imaging parameters, the thickness of the inversion slab can also be determined to help achieve robust blood suppression. Knowing that 95% of the patients with luminal stenosis have flow velocity between 16-45 cm/s (27) and the IRTR of 1970ms, these numbers were used for sequence optimization. Using the criteria established before (18), to ensure a region of 160mm in the FH direction free of flow artifacts, the IR slab thickness was determined as 62cm.

With the optimized parameters, the theoretical values of both the IPH-wall and wall-lumen contrasts were improved by the optimized SNAP design. In terms of normalized magnetization ($M_z/M_0$), the IPH-wall contrast improved by 35% (from 0.176 to 0.237) and the wall-lumen contrast improved by 13% (from 0.177 to 0.200).

In vivo MR scan

In vivo scans for all 13 subjects confirmed the expected contrast relationships. Sharp and clear lumen delineation on bilateral carotid artery was consistently observed throughout the 160mm longitudinal coverage on all subjects. No major flow artifacts were observed. In all cases, the TOF depictions of the carotid lumen qualitatively corresponded with negative SNAP signals. High signal regions on MP-RAGE, indicative of IPH, corresponded to similarly high-signal regions on SNAP. SNAP was consistently found to provide higher contrast
between IPH and wall when compared to the MP-RAGE images. Fig. 4 shows a
typical example.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained from the one patient who underwent carotid
endarterectomy. The 3D MIP images of the negative-portion (MRA), positive-
portion (IPH) and the color-coded joint display demonstrated excellent
visualization of luminal boundaries and intraplaque hemorrhage. It is noteworthy
that even small branches of the carotid artery, as well as high-risk features like
ulceration and high-level stenosis were accurately displayed. The corresponding
histology slices confirmed the IPH, stenosis and ulceration on matched Mallory’s
trichrome histology slices (Fig.5d).

Lumen measurement accuracy evaluation

For the MRA evaluation on all 26 arteries imaged, 10 slices above and below the
bifurcation including the slice on the bifurcation (21 slices in total) for each artery
were included. Out of the total 546 locations, 43 were excluded due to insufficient
coil sensitivity (32 locations) or insufficient coverage on TOF (11 locations).

Very good correlation was found between SNAP and TOF on lumen area
measurements (ICC=0.96, 95% CI: 0.94 – 0.97), indicating a high level of
consistency between the two techniques (Fig.6). The average lumen size
obtained from SNAP, however, was found to be larger than the one from TOF
(SNAP: 32.3 ± 19.2 mm² vs. TOF 30.9 ± 17.7 mm²).
IPH detection accuracy evaluation

At the artery level, a perfect correspondence between SNAP and MP-RAGE detection of IPH was observed. By both techniques, the same 8 arteries from 6 patients were identified as containing IPH and no IPH was detected in the remaining 18 arteries by either technique.

Out of the 8 arteries identified with IPH, the same slice coverage (10 slices above and below the bifurcation) for each artery was used. Of the total 168 locations, SNAP identified 68 of them as containing IPH, while MPRAGE identified 60, among which 57 agreed with SNAP. This corresponds to a Cohen’s Kappa $\kappa = 0.82$ (95% CI: 0.67 – 0.94).

Discussion

The Simultaneous Non-contrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) imaging technique can detect both luminal stenosis and intraplaque hemorrhage with only a single scan. By using Phase-Sensitive reconstruction (19), the SNAP technique was optimized so that the luminal signal will always present as a negative signal while the IPH will always present as a strong positive signal. This approach offers a unique opportunity to detect two important risk factors of atherosclerosis disease within one scan but still maintains the flexibility to have them reviewed either individually or jointly. When jointly reviewed, MR angiography and IPH are always naturally registered so no extra registration approach will be needed. To facilitate the image review, they can
also be color-coded to improve the visibility. As its detection accuracy has been validated against established techniques, the SNAP technique has the potential to become the first-line imaging tool for patients at risk for stroke caused by atherosclerosis disease.

In addition to the simultaneous detection of IPH, SNAP also presents a few advantages compared to existing MRA techniques. Compared to the contrast-enhanced MRA technique, the SNAP technique does not require contrast injection and the acquisition time is not limited by the first-pass timeframe. Thus, higher spatial resolution with sufficient SNR can potentially be achieved in SNAP images compared to the traditional Gd enhanced scans. In addition, as most tissues present zero or negative signal on SNAP based MRA, SNAP images usually do not contain any unsuppressed background signal that is frequently observed on contrast-enhanced MRA images. This natural background suppression also helps to avoid the extra step of image subtraction as often needed for clinical contrast-enhanced MRA images (2).

When compared to in-flow based, non-contrast enhanced MRA techniques such as TOF, SNAP images are less susceptible to artifacts caused by slow flow. On one hand, inflowing blood over the entire period between two successive IR pulses, a period of 1.97 sec in this implementation, will maintain almost the entire equilibrium magnetization; on the other hand, SNAP possesses a much longer in-flow time (~500ms (TI)) for blood to be replenished before image acquisition. As a comparison, the short in-flow time of TOF (~10-20ms) significantly limits the accuracy for imaging slow-flow regions, especially in large-volume scans. In this
study, the lumen size by SNAP was found to be slightly larger than the ones from TOF. For a given TOF measurement, the corresponding SNAP measurement was on average 3.4% larger. As shown in the corresponding Bland-Altman plot (Fig. 7a), after removing the multiplicative bias, the limits of agreement were ±10.4 mm². This is also exemplified by a sample image (Fig. 7b), where the lumen is completely missed by TOF image, but successfully identified by SNAP. The long inflow time of SNAP also accounts for its apparent ability to visualize ulcers in the plaque surface. Ulcers are another high-risk feature of atherosclerosis disease (28). Their detection can be challenging for non-contrast enhanced MRA techniques due to the complicated flow patterns around the ulceration.

In terms of IPH detection, SNAP also provides higher IPH-wall contrast when compared to the existing IPH detection methods. As discussed in a previous study (18), the SPI technique can already provide significantly improved IPH contrast compared to MP-RAGE. Benefitting from the further optimization, the SNAP technique can increase IPH-wall contrast by another 35%. With this improved contrast, the SNAP technique can potentially detect plaques with smaller or fragmented IPH lesions that would be otherwise overlooked by other techniques. In this study, SNAP identified more IPH lesions, although without reaching statistical significance (p=0.141). This is likely caused by the higher natural IPH-wall contrast provided by the SNAP technique. This finding is in agreement with the previous study comparing SPI and MP-RAGE (18).

The coronal SNAP acquisition allows for an approximately 3.5 times temporal efficiency improvements when compared to the original SPI technique. The
extended coverage can improve the detection sensitivity of high risk lesions at the more proximal or distal locations that were otherwise not detectable at the limited. The isotropic resolution, on the other hand, can help eliminate inaccurate plaque burden measurements due to partial volume effects (29) and/or positioning error.

With proper timing and flow optimization, the SNAP technique is also envisioned to be used to simultaneously detect stenosis and/or IPH in other vascular beds such as aortic or peripheral arteries. Furthermore, it maybe possible to adapt SNAP for other applications in which dual imaging would be beneficial. One potential application is to visualize the uptake of targeted contrast agents for molecular imaging. Tissues with strong uptake would behave similarly to IPH and show up as bright regions in the positive images, which could then be localized relative to the MRA.

One limitation of the SNAP technique is the visualization of both arterial and venous flow at the same time. Since the blood signal is inverted on a large region that’s symmetrical to the carotid bifurcation, flow from both directions is visualized on the SNAP image. On the other hand, should the inversion slab be placed to invert only the arterial flow, the spins from the venous flow may present strong positive signal – since they are not inverted – that confounds the IPH detection.

The current implementation of SNAP is also limited by the coverage of the coil. In the present study, the coverage in FH direction was limited to 160mm mainly because of the coil sensitivity drop-off at the peripheral area of the coil. Using a
better and more appropriate coil, the coverage of SNAP can be potentially improved, for both carotid and other vascular beds.

In conclusion, a Simultaneous Non-contrast Angiography and intraPlaque hemorrhage (SNAP) imaging technique was proposed and validated to image both luminal stenosis and intraplaque hemorrhage in carotid atherosclerosis patients with a single scan. With its large coverage, high resolution and other advantages, SNAP has the potential to become the first-line imaging method for atherosclerosis patients in a clinical environment.
Table 1 In vivo imaging parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>TR (ms)</th>
<th>TE (ms)</th>
<th>FA (°)</th>
<th>TI (ms)</th>
<th>IRT R (mm)</th>
<th>FOV (mm)</th>
<th>Res (mm)</th>
<th>Thnk (mm)</th>
<th>S’ X</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOF Axial</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>160×120</td>
<td>0.63×0.63</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1m40s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-RAGE Axial 3D</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>160×160</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1m16s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNAP Coronal 3D</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>160×32×</td>
<td>0.8×0.8×0</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Y 2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>5m17s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Phase Sensitive Reconstruction
Figure Captions

Figure 1

The pulse sequence of the SNAP sequence. The IR pulses are slab-selective with the slab perpendicular to the flow direction; each arrow between IR pulses represents a gradient-echo measured with a repetition time TR; \( \alpha \) and \( 5^\circ \) are the flip angles for the image acquisition and phase corrections, respectively. TI is the delay between the IR pulse and the center of the gradient echo acquisition train; \( T_{gap} \) is the time gap between the IR pulse and the first gradient echo acquisition and \( T_{ex} \) is the time between the last gradient echo acquisition and the next IR. IRTR is the duration between the two consecutive IRs.

![SNAP Pulse Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 2

Fig. 2 Sample SNAP images and different viewing options. The original contrast of SNAP acquired cross-sectionally with both positive and negative values is shown in (a); the negative contrast (b) and positive contrast (c) SNAP images can be generated to evaluate lumen and IPH lesions. The color-coded SNAP image (d), which is by nature fully registered, can be used to jointly evaluate both risk factors. 3D MIP images (e) are also used to help facilitate the identification and evaluation of lesions. In this image, red-color labeled IPH lesion can be easily identified (arrow) and the dashed line indicates the location where images
(a-d) were acquired. Notice the SNAP images (a-d) still represent good image quality although they were acquired at the peripheral region of the coil (notice the signal drop on e).

Figure 3

SNAP sequence optimization. Panel (a) shows the optimization of TI and FA: the total contrast $\xi$ maximized when TI=500ms and FA=11°. Panel (b) shows the theoretical signal curves of IPH wall and lumen at different TIs. As seen in this plot, when the optimal TI of 500ms (arrow) is used, the lumen signal remains negative while IPH presents a strong positive signal.
SNAP comparison with TOF and MP-RAGE for lumen and IPH delineation. The negative portion of SNAP agrees well with TOF for lumen delineation while the positive portion of SNAP agrees well with MP-RAGE for IPH detection. SNAP was found to provide consistently higher IPH-wall contrast when compared to the MP-RAGE.
SNAP with histology confirmation. 3D MIP images of the MRA-portion (a), IPH-portion (b) and color-coded joint view (c) of the SNAP images. Both IPH and luminal MRA were nicely delineated throughout the 160mm coverage of bilateral carotid arteries. Even small branches of the carotid artery, high-risk features like ulceration (Arrows) and high-level stenosis (Arrowheads) were visualized. On cross-sectional reformatted images (d), both IPH and luminal shapes were confirmed by the matched Mallory’s trichrome histology slides.
Figure 6

Lumen area measurements comparison between SNAP and TOF. A very high agreement (ICC=0.96) between the two approaches were found.

Figure 7

(a) A Bland-Altman plot comparing lumen area measurements between SNAP and TOF revealed a bias between the two measurements and the dotted lines indicate the limits of agreement around the bias. SNAP was found to measure 3.4% larger lumen sizes than TOF. (b) Sample SNAP and TOF images
demonstrated the relative underestimation of lumen size by TOF (left), compared to SNAP (right). As arrow indicated, the internal carotid artery is missing on the TOF image due to slow flow artifact, but well delineated on SNAP image. The jugular vein (arrowhead) is also invisible on TOF due to venous flow saturation.
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